
absorption cross-section 15, 24

acoustic gravity waves and the aurora 331–332

acoustic gravity waves, theory 52–57

adiabatic invariants 79

aeronomy, physical 13–23

airglow and atmospheric cooling 9

Alfvén Mach number 72

Alfvén wave 103

all-sky camera 291

alpha-Chapman layer 18

antennas 115–116
basic principles 115
design 116

atmospheric composition 10–13

atmospheric heating 8–9

attachment coefficient 18

attenuation 115
atmospheric absorption 122
ionospheric absorption 151
measurement techniques 203–210
deviative techniques 151
non-deviative techniques 144

aurora australis 291

aurora borealis 291

aurora
altitude of 296
diffuse 300–301
discrete 300–301
intensity of 299–300
luminous 285, 291–302
mantle 300
radar 285, 326–329
theta 288, 302

auroral
activity predictions 367–371
electrojet 312–314
forms 296
green line 302
infrasonic waves 300–331
red line 302

auroral oval 286–288
and radio scintillation 308
boundaries of 289–290
models of 288–291

auroral radar 326–329

auroral radar echoes,
occurrence of 328–329
polarization of 328

auroral radio absorption 285, 304, 339–382
and geomagnetic activity 365
and HF propagation 365–367
conjugacy of 379–382
co-rotation in 363–365
duration of 351–354
dynamics of 354–365
global movement of 358–359
preceeding bay in 345–347, 359–361
profiles of 373
pulsations in 347, 382
sharp onset in 341–342
substorm onset in 377–379
substorm dynamics in 377–379
slowly varying 347, 363
spatial extent of 351
spike event in 341–345
statistics of 350–354
zone 350–351

auroral spectroscopy 302
auroral substorm 285, 308–311

and ionospheric effects 311–312
break-up of 309
expansion phase of 309
growth phase of 309–310
pseudo-breakup of 310
recovery phase of 309

auroral X-rays 285–304
auroral zone 286

magnetic bays in 305
magnetic disturbances in 285

barometric equation 5

Bartels musical diagram 97–98

beta-Chapman layer 19
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Bragg curve 107

Bremsstrahlung X-rays 106–107

Brunt–Väisala frequency 54

bursty bulk flow 318

C layer 36

Canadian-border effect 261

Chapman production function 15

character figure 45

charge-exchange reaction 26

chemical transport (of heat) 9

conductivity
Hall 49
height variation of 50
of the ionosphere 48–50
of the ground 48
Pedersen 49
with magnetic field 48–49
with no magnetic field 48

continuity equation 14

coronal hole 67

coronal mass ejection (CME) 67–69

current,
Birkeland 85–86, 96, 312–314
ring 84–85

currents in substorm 312–315

current system,
equivalent 86, 312
Sp

q 87
SD 95–96

current wedge, wedgelet 313–314

D region
at high latitude 337–339
electron flux 373–377
production of 31
profiles in the auroral zone 373
recombination coefficient 400
summer mesospheric echo in 406–409

Dalton’s law 7

diffusion coefficient 20
ambipolar 22

diffusion in the ionosphere 20–23

dipole field 61–63

distribution height 21

E layer at night 27

E region 
at high latitude 322–332
aeronomy of 26–31
disturbed auroral 323–326
polar 323
quiet auroral 323
sporadic-E phenomenon in 27–31

eddy diffusion in the atmosphere 9

electric current,
Birkland 51
Cowling 51

electric currents in the ionosphere 50

electric field and co-rotation 92

electrojet,
auroral 75–76
equatorial 51

EM noise and interference
atmospheric noise 127–139
galactic noise 133
solar noise 134–139

emissions, electromagnetic 285

escape temperature 8

EUV (extreme ultra-violet) 14

exobase, definition of 5

exosphere 7–8
definition of 5

F region
blobs 245–249
in the auroral oval 240–242
in polar cap: U.T. effect 235–237
in polar cap: the tongue 234–236
patches 244–245
scintillation production in 249–260
storm-time variation of 46–47

F1 layer, aeronomy of 26

F1 ledge 31

F2 region 37–38
alpha–beta transition level in 37
and composition changes 43
and conjugate ionosphere 44
and effect of neutral wind 43
anomalies of 39–44
Bradbury layer in 37
seasonal anomaly of 40
semi-annual anomaly of 40

field-line circulation 316

field-lines 62

flux-transfer event 91

frozen-in field 65

geomagnetic cavity 63

geomagnetic field 61–63

geopotential height 7

Harang discontinuity 95, 242

heliosphere, definition of 5

heterosphere, definition of 5

HF propagation at high latitudes 440–530
adaptive HF techniques 574–580
assessment of HF channels 586–590
fixed-frequency tests 440–474
absorption effects 467–474
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Alaska/Scandinavia 440–446
other high-latitude paths 450–471, 503–511
Alaska (Wales–Fairbanks) 523–530
Alaska–continental USA 447–450
Alaska–Greenland 471–474
large bearing errors 591–593

mitigation of disturbances 572–574
use of GPS/TEC 594–603
modem use 597–606

PENEX 553–568
realtime HF channel evaluation 580–586
substorm effects 593–594
swept-frequency tests 474–493
auroral-E effects 480–482
Andøya–College 478–480, 503–512
Barrow–Boulder tests 506–516
Canadian tests 517–522
McMurdo–Thule path 514, 517
Sodankylä–Lindau tests 494–502
Sondrestrom–Keflavik tests 528–530
Thule–College tests 474–478

models of high-latitude ionosphere 538–546,
568–572

non-great-circle modes 477–480, 482–483
“ducted” modes 490–493
Doppler and fading characteristics 493–494
ionospheric ray-tracing 538–541

homosphere, definition of 5

hydrated ions 32–35

hydromagnetic wave 103

hydrostatic equation 5

hydrostatic equilibrium 5–7

instability
ballooning 319
gradient-drift 328
Kelvin–Helmholtz 105, 318–319
two-stream 104–105, 328

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) 65
ionization

by alpha-particles 107–108
by energetic electrons 105–106
by energetic protons 107–108

ionization efficiency 15, 24
ionization potential 24

ionosphere
definition of 4
naming of 1
sluggishness of 27

ionospheric effects
of the aurora 302–305
of the sunspot cycle 44–45
of the thermospheric wind 23

ionospheric layers
critical frequency of 27
definitions of 13–14
heights of 25

ionospheric storm 46–47
with sudden commencement 46

irregularity strength parameter 258

keogram 300

log-normal distribution 369–371

luminous aurora and the E region 325

Lyman-alpha line of solar spectrum 31

M region 285–286

magnetic bay 95–96

magnetic cloud 69

magnetic-field merging 90–91

magnetic field, reconnection of 90–91, 316

magnetic index
Ap 96–97
Dst 94
Kp 96–97

magnetic indices 96–100
AU, AL, AE 97–99

magnetic longitude 62

magnetic micropulsation 103–104

magnetic storm 93–102
classical 94
phases of 94
practical effects of 100–102

magnetopause 69–71
and image-dipole method 71
definition of 5

magnetosheath 71–72

magnetosonic wave 103

magnetosphere,
circulation of 86–90, 228–234, 316
electric fields in 91–92
definition of 5
shock front of 71–72

magnetosphere boundary layer 73–74

magnetospheric substorm 315–319

magnetotail 70, 72–73
behavior in substorm 316–318
lobes 78
plasma sheet 70, 73, 78

magnetotail,
electric potential across 228
ionospheric sources to 240
neutral line 318

mean free path 7

mesopause, definition of 4

mesosphere, definition of 4

metallic ions in the atmosphere 12–13

negative-ion/electron ratio 20, 405

neutral line 90, 318

nitric oxide 31
in the atmosphere 12
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optical depth 17, 25

oxygen, dissociation of in the atmosphere 10

ozone and the ozonosphere 12

plasmapause 75

plasmasphere 73–78
depletion of 93
dynamics of 92–93

plasmoid 317

polar arc 301–302

polar cap
circulation patterns in 228–234
electric field in 228
potential across 91–92

polar-cap absorption 382–406
and solar radio emissions 389–390
and solar flares 389–390
and proton flux 387
day–night effects in 400–405
duration of 384
magnitude of 389
midday recovery in 395–397
occurrence of 384–387
seasonal variation of 387–389
uniformity of 395

polar-cap edge (in PCA) 393–395

polar cusps (clefts) 237–239
and charged particles 237
and luminosity 237
and ionospheric heating 239

polar hole 260, 276–280

polar wind 74, 239–240

propagation
conductivity 121
Faraday rotation 149–151
forward scatter 171
HF at high latitudes 440–530
LF and MF at high latitudes 430–439
ionospheric 140–169
ionospheric scatter 171–174
line-of-sight 113–116
lossy medium 120–121
magnetoionic theory 140–145
phase effects 148–149
prediction programs 174
predictions and validations 546–565
scintillations 152–163
terrain effects 125–127
transionospheric 147–159
VHF–microwave 530–531
VLF/UHF at high latitudes 530–531
VLF/ELF principles 163–167
VLF/ELF at high latitudes 419–430
whistlers 167–169
HF-propagation-prediction programs 

174–176
noise and interference 127–139

proton effects in the neutral atmosphere 
398–406

protonosphere 38–39
base of 39
definition of 5

protons
IMF effects on 390–392
magnetospheric effects on 392–395

quiet-day curve 339

radar aurora 303–304

radar, basics of 116–119

radiation in the atmosphere 9

radio absorption in the D region 36

radio absorption, winter anomaly of 36

radio waves
interaction with matter 122
terrain effects 125–127

reaction rates, temperature dependence of 43,
274–275

recombination
dissociative 19, 26, 33
radiative 26

recombination coefficient 18
effective 20

recombination processes, types of 18

reflection from the ionosphere 144–145
relation between oblique and vertical 

145–147
reflection at a boundary 159–163

refractive effects
tropospheric 119–120
neutral atmosphere 122–125

relativistic electron precipitation 348

rigidity 393

ring current 73, 84–85

riometer 339–340

scale height, definition of 6

scale height of plasma 22

scatter from the ionosphere 169–174
coherent scatter 169–171
forward scatter 171
incoherent scatter 171–174

scintillation
and Fresnel zones 256
modeling 258–260

scintillation,
properties of 249–256
S4 index of 255
spectrum of 256

small irregularites, in situ measurement of
257–258

solar wind 63–69
and Kp 97
ballerina model of 67
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composition of 63
fast stream in 67
garden-hose effect in 65
sectors 65–66

space-weather-data use 565–574, 600

sporadic-E
and metallic ions 29
and scintillation 31
and wind shear 28–29
at high latitude 29–30

Störmer theory 392–395

storm–substorm relations 321–322

stratopause, definition of 4

substorm 308–322
current wedge 313
rate 321
theories of 318–319
triggering 319–321

techniques
D-region absorption 203–210
ground-based 181–214
HF Doppler and spaced receiver 217–219
incoherent scatter radars 203–205
in situ measurements 216–217
ionosondes 181–187
ionospheric imaging 219–220
modification by HF transmitters 210–214
oblique-incidence HF/VHF sounders

187–202
riometers (URSI A2 method) 206–208
satellite beacons 215–216
space-based measurements 214–217
topside ionospheric sounders 216–217
URSI A1a and A1b (HF) absorption methods

204–206
URSI A3a and A3b (LF) absorption methods

208–210

temperature of neutral atmosphere 8–10

thermosphere, definition of 4

three-body reaction 35

trapped (Van Allen) particles 78–84
longitude drift 83
loss cone of 83
mirror point of 83
pitch angle of 83
pseudo-trapping of 83

traveling ionospheric disturbance 57

tropopause, definition of 4

troposphere, definition of 4

trough and electron precipitation 270–271

trough
in electron content 261, 266
in the southern hemisphere 269
main 260–275
motion of 271–273
orientation of 269–270
poleward edge of 269–271
principal properties of 263–265
time and activity variations of 265–269
causes of: heating 274–275
causes of: plasma decay 273–274

troughs at high latitude 276–280

turbopause, definition of 5

turbosphere, definition of 5

Van Allen belts 78–84

vertical transport in the atmosphere 20–23

viscous interaction 86–88

VLF-wave reflection in the D layer 35–36

VLF whistlers and the plasmasphere 75

VLF whistlers, nose 75

wave–particle interaction 104

X-rays 14, 106–107
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